
READING RESEARCH PAPERS

In graduate school, you get good (should get good) at reading papers and ingesting research. Not everyone will get
training in this skill, that.

Are there any issues that the authors did not consider? Begin again with the abstract, quickly skim through the
introduction, give the methods section a diligent pass. Hove, UK: Psychology Press, , pp. If you can answer
these you have a solid understanding of the paper, at least to where you can communicate intelligently about it
to others. You can learn it too, but like any skill it takes patience and practice. B: The mean importance rank
of sections as a function of career stage. You can even email the authors of the paper with an insightful
question! Reading Tip Preparing to Read a Scholarly Article or Research Paper for the First Time Reading
scholarly publications effectively is an acquired skill that involves attention to detail and the ability to
comprehend complex ideas, data, and concepts in a way that applies logically to the research problem you are
investigating. This handout provides strategies to help you read dense, lengthy academic articles efficiently
and effectively. Looking at the field of deep learning it seems as though a new critical paper is coming out
every few days or weeks. Simply search for a topic, author or paper and google gets to work, on your behalf.
What exactly are the authors trying to answer with their research? Give it a read as well! How are papers
typically organized? This strategy can help with overall comprehension and with understanding how the
content relates [or does not relate] to the topic you want to investigate. Working in data science and machine
learning is an exciting and challenging field. What previous research and ideas were cited that this paper is
building off of? What conclusions do you formulate from this data and does it match with the author's
conclusions? Were any statistical tests used? You may also need to go to supplementary online information
files to find some of the results. When I was an undergrad, my neuroscience mentor gave me some good
advice. Skim through areas you feel confident in abstract, intros, results. As you read the body of the text â€¦.
For certain types of studies, a lack of confidence intervals is a major red flag. These questions can help prepare
you for discussion or fuel a written reflection. Begin by reading the introduction, not the abstract. Slightly
shuffled around for dramatic purposes of course. I can also annotate PDFs in my browser and build citation
lists when I write. Think about this, the more papers you read, the more you will learn and the faster this
process of reading becomes. Does it match what the authors said in the paper? Aim to spend about an hour and
a half. Was there reasoning for performing this research, if so what was it?


